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I.  Introduction

According to Peetz (2010) “Executive pay and termination packages
have become a focus of public attention. Across Europe and the U.S.,
four fifths of people believe that business leaders in their countries are
paid too much (Harris Interactive 2009; Blitz 2003). In Australia: nine
in 10 adults believe that chief executive officers (CEOs) get paid too
much; 79 percent believe executive salaries should be capped; four in
five believe high executive salaries do not increase company
performance; and almost two-thirds of people believe high executive
pay leads to higher risk taking (Colmar Brunton 2009; Ferguson 2009).”
Is anybody listening?

In April 2014, the European Commission (EC) proposed requiring
companies listed on European stock exchanges to hold binding
shareholder votes on executive compensation and to disclose how
executive compensation compares to employee compensation. In a
statement, the EC said, “There is an insufficient link between
management pay and performance and this encourages harmful
short-term tendencies.” Under the proposal, shareholders will have the
right to vote every three years on company plans that outline maximum
executive compensation levels, and will also be able to express their
opinions in an annual vote on whether they are satisfied with how a
company’s compensation policies are being applied. In the case of a
negative shareholder vote, the company will need to justify its pay
policy as part of the following year’s report. European Union (EU)
member states will have to write additional rules outlining how
companies should respond if shareholders reject the compensation plans
(European Commission, 2014).

The EU proposal would overhaul existing shareholder rights and
extend say-on-pay beyond many measures already announced by
national governments in Europe. EU lawmakers are responding to
public pressure over growing inequality, driven in part by the widening
gap between the amounts that CEOs and their employees make and a
sense that any positive motivation from big CEO salaries is outweighed
by lower worker morale when the differentials are stretched too far.
This say-on-pay proposal reflects a trend on both sides of the Atlantic,
partly driven by concern over perceived excessive executive
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compensation, that has persisted as wages and benefits for most
employees have stagnated. 

Say-on-pay is the right of shareholders to vote on the compensation
of the firm’s executives. Its goals are to enhance transparency, improve
executives’ accountability for firm performance, spur shareholder
participation in corporate governance, protect shareholders’ rights to the
firm’s residual income, limit excessive executive compensation, and
reduce executives’ incentives to chase short-term profits (Baird and
Stowasser, 2002). It can be implemented by shareholder proposal or
through legislation, and the effect of say-on-pay measures can be
binding or non-binding, depending on regulatory requirements or
internal corporate policy. The purpose of this study is to chronicle the
history of say-on-pay in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) countries, to compare its implementation by
groups, such as shareholder-initiated or legislated adoption and binding
or advisory votes, to identify the issues associated with say-on-pay, and
to explore the sources and possible remedies for observed deficiencies.

However, determining the effectiveness of say-on-pay is difficult
because there is no single version. Successful shareholder proposals
result in periodic advisory votes to accept or reject the Board’s proposed
executive compensation package. Mandated say-on-pay could include
separate binding or advisory votes on compensation, or it might be part
of the annual report with the votes applying to compensation packages,
incentive plans, or other components, such as severance arrangements,
non-completion clauses, pension agreements, option grants, or approval
of capital authorizations required to meet obligations under share-based
incentive plans. Votes can occur annually or on some other basis, may
cover compensation policy, a compensation report, compensation of
individual executives/directors, or specific elements of the
compensation package, such as share-based compensation. They can
also look forward at compensation to be set in the future or backward
at compensation as executed in the past. The tenets of say-on-pay vary
by country due to political, institutional, cultural, economic, and social
factors that shape local governance and compensation practices. As
table 1 shows, the implementation of say-on-pay varies widely across
the OECD countries. Among the forty-one countries listed in the OECD
Corporate Governance Factbook (2015), twenty-five require disclosure
of firms’ remuneration policies by law or stock exchange regulations,
eight recommend such disclosure, and eight leave the matter open. For
the thirty-one OECD countries with a mechanism for shareholder
approval of compensation policy, fourteen are binding, eleven are
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advisory, and six allow firms to choose between shareholder approval
of their compensation policies or including them in their articles of
association (the equivalent of articles of incorporation in the U.S. and
Canada). Similarly, the OECD countries differ on whether firms must
disclose compensation amounts for various directors and/or managers,
and whether shareholder approval for specific compensation is binding,
advisory, or optional.

According to Funke (1991), policy problems are complex,
ill-structured problems that do not yield sure answers and cause
disputants to disagree about the appropriate assumptions, theories, or
solutions, each with particular strengths and weaknesses. Say-on-pay
can be considered an ill-structured problem because various parties
disagree about the problem that needs to be resolved and propose vastly
different resolutions. There is no clear goal, set of operations, end
states, or constraints, and there is uncertainty about the preferred
outcome of shareholder votes on executive compensation. In order to
determine the effectiveness of say-on-pay, there must be some
consensus on the nature of the problem and the desired outcome. There
also has to be some consensus on what led to say-on-pay.

II.  Background information

A. Excessive compensation leads to say-on-pay

The say-on-pay movement has been fueled by populist anger about
perceived excessive executive compensation (Wilmers, 2014). A survey
by Adamson and Lumm (2009) shows virtually resounding disapproval
by individual investors toward executive pay. According to Gopalan
(2007), when the say-on-pay movement was gathering steam in the U.S.
at the beginning of 2007, “80 percent of Americans believed that
executives were overpaid, and 90 percent of institutional investors
believed that corporate CEOs were overcompensated. More
surprisingly, even a majority of corporate directors, 61 percent, believed
that executive compensation models were problematic.” An analysis by
Valenti (2013) concludes that average total compensation for U.S.
CEOs in S&P 500 firms increased over 725% from 1970 to 2011,
compared to 5.7% growth in worker pay and 9.8% stock market growth.
Average compensation for these CEOs grew to $14.1 million in 2012,
up 8.5% since 2011 and 37.4% since 2009.

However, the U.S. is not the only country where the problem is
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politically and economically acute. Compensation levels around the
world have risen dramatically too, and the issue of pay disparity began
in these countries even before the Financial Crisis of 2007-2008
(Crisis), which only served to make it worse. CEO compensation at
large U.K. firms quadrupled over the past twenty years while share
prices have remained effectively flat. In 2010 alone, U.K. CEOs’
median earnings increased 32%, three times the rise in share prices and
well above workers’ 2% average pay increase. The ratio of CEO to
average worker pay was 47:1 in 1998 but had risen to 120:1 by 2010
(Groom, 2011). According to the Expert Corporate Governance Service
(ECGS), after three years of decline, the average total compensation for
French CAC 40 CEOs increased 34% in 2010; pay for German DAX 30
CEOs increased 14% from 2010 to 2011; and Swiss SMI and SPI
CEOs’ compensation increased by 60% from 2002 to 2006. CEOs at
New Zealand’s largest listed firms got a 14% average pay raise in 2010,
whereas the average wage increase for all New Zealanders was just
1.7% and the NZX 50 had only a 2% return that year (Adams, 2011). In
Australia, median CEO salary increased by 33% from 2003 to 2007, the
ratio of ASX 100 CEOs to average workers’ wages rose from 17:1 to
42:1 in 2009, and the top twenty Australian CEOs earned more than 100
times the average wage from 1993 to 2009 (Productivity Commission,
2009). A 2012 report by the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives
notes that the top 100 Canadian CEOs received a 27% increase from
2009 to 2010 (Flavelle, 2012), and Swedish Trade Union Confederation
data shows that average income for executives rose to forty-six times
the mean industrial wage in 2010 (Pollard and Koranyi, 2013).
According to data in The State of Working America (Mishel et al.,
2012), most of the countries that eventually adopted some form of
say-on-pay had a percentage change in CEO pay of more than 100%
from 1988 to 2005.

Based on data collected by Bloomberg (Lu and Melin, 2016), figure
1 compares current average CEO compensation in twenty-five of the
largest economies around the world. At $16.95 million average
compensation for S&P 500 CEOs, the U.S. still leads other countries in
executive compensation by a significant margin, but average CEO
compensation in Europe and much of Asia is substantial too.

The escalation in CEO pay has far outpaced wage gains for average
workers (Conyon et al., 2011), which has exacerbated the pay disparity
over time. The ratio of U.S. CEO to average worker pay was 31:1 in
1970, but increased to 263:1 by 2009, reached a high of 525:1 during
the Internet bubble, then shrank to 354:1 by 2012 (Goldstein, 2013), and
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FIGURE 1.— Average CEO Pay in $ Millions (based on Bloomberg
data from Lu and Melin, 2016)

is currently 299:1 (Lu and Melin, 2016). Figure 2 shows the most recent
ratios of CEO to average worker pay around the world.

Executive compensation has evolved due to complex economic and
political factors, such as disclosure requirements, tax policies,
accounting rules, legislation, corporate governance, general economic
conditions, and political climate. Many of the changes in compensation
practices can be traced directly to government responses to actual or
perceived abuses, often stemming from isolated events involving a
single company or industry from the U.S. crackdown on compensation
for railroad executives in the early 20th century to the compensation
limits imposed on bank executives during the Crisis.

There is no standard definition for “excessive” compensation.
However, the issue of excessive executive compensation has been called
the most egregious corporate governance failure of the 20th century, and
the trend is continuing (Lavelle, 2002). This view first gained political
momentum in the U.S. in the early 1990s when executive pay packages
grew in excess of $100 million at companies like Global Crossing,
Qwest Communications, Hewlett-Packard, and others. 

Exponentially increasing executive compensation has widened the
gap between CEO and average worker pay and reduced
pay-performance sensitivity. In addition, changes in the global
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FIGURE 2.— Ratio of CEO Pay to Average Income (based on
Bloomberg data from Lu and Melin, 2016)

economic environment, corporate scandals of the 1990’s and 2000’s,
and corporate governance failures that contributed to the Crisis have
increased scrutiny of executive compensation and calls for greater
reform. Excessive executive compensation has galvanized investors and
produced criticism of the Boards’ lack of management oversight and
apparent failure to tie pay to performance. The public and media have
framed executive compensation as a public policy issue, pushed it to the
political forefront, and spurred governmental intervention (Lewis and
Einhorn, 2009; Schwarcz, 2009; Posner, 2009; Peacock, 2012). 

The culture of awarding exorbitant bonuses appears to have spurred
executives to take extreme risks (Balachandran, Harnal and Kogut,
2010), while the practice of giving large severance payments often
rewards rather than penalizes them for such conduct (Bebchuk and
Fried, 2006). Bebchuk and Spamann (2010) attribute managers’
behavior to the high equity component in executive compensation. They
point out that with increased executive pay sensitivity to stock price and
increased stock price volatility, managers may serve the interests of
shareholders through further risk-taking at the expense of other
stakeholders, including bondholders, depositors, the government, and
taxpayers. 

Despite global efforts to empower independent Boards in the decade
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leading to the Crisis, directors did little or nothing to limit risk-taking
or incentivize executives to do so (Steverman and Bogoslaw, 2008).
Corporate governance was routinely criticized as ineffective by the
press, academics, and even top Federal Reserve officials (Becht, Bolton
and Roell, 2003; Deutsch, 2003) during the corporate scandals of the
1990s and the 2000s and the bursting of the Internet bubble in 2000. In
the U.S., these failures served as catalysts for regulatory changes (e.g.
new governance guidelines from the NYSE and NASDAQ) and
legislative changes (e.g. the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002). In Europe,
similar governance changes, (e.g. the Cadbury Report (1992) in the
U.K., Tabaksblat Report (2003) in the Netherlands, Bouton Report
(2002) in France, and Cromme Report (2002) in Germany) have
followed public disquiet about incidents of actual or perceived corporate
excess and an assessment that various market failures necessitate
intervention. The systematic problems cited include higher cost of
capital stemming from low trust in corporate reporting (Lev, 2003),
short-termism in investment appraisal (Blair, 1995), and social costs
arising from excessive executive salary growth (Charkham and
Simpson, 1999).

Post-Enron, U.S. stock exchange rules and federal legislation were
implemented requiring public companies to have Boards with a majority
of independent directors (unless the company has a 50% shareholder),
as well as audit and compensation committees comprised solely of
independent directors. The move to independent directors began as a
move toward good governance, but it has become an element of
corporate law. Similar rules and best practices have been implemented
in the U.K., France, the EU, and the International Corporate Governance
Network. 

Although the Enron-era produced sharp criticisms of executive pay,
the Crisis moved executive compensation from the shareholder agenda
to the regulatory agenda amid concern for financial market stability. The
traditional primacy of shareholder interest in executive compensation
and the link between compensation and profits/growth, however flawed
in its execution, are being challenged by other stakeholders as the
systemic risks from poor compensation structures have become clearer.
Conventional wisdom suggests that when a bubble bursts, scandals
follow, and eventually, new regulation. This has been true since the
South Seas Bubble (Banner, 1997), and most major securities
regulations have come after crashes. The path to say-on-pay has been no
different.
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B. Theories of regulation and say-on-pay

Regulation follows two distinct models: the public interest theory and
the special interest theory (Mulherin, 2007). It may be enacted in
response to a market failure (public interest theory) where it is
implemented to improve public good, or in response to various political
support groups (special interest theory). The public interest theory is the
traditional model (Pigou, 1938), but the alternative comes from the
observation that many regulations appear aimed at producer protection,
rather than consumer protection (Stigler, 1971). This paper posits that
say-on-pay follows the public interest theory of regulation because it
has primarily been enacted in response to market failures in order to
improve public good. That is, governments have mandated say-on-pay
to correct excessive executive compensation. 

If compensation contracts do not reflect shareholders’ best interests
because they are often determined under sub-optimal bargaining
conditions (e.g. Jensen and Murphy, 1990; Bebchuk and Fried, 2004),
then say-on-pay should alter those conditions in a way that is conducive
to arms-length bargaining, resulting in more efficient contracting
(Bebchuk, 2007). There are two key considerations for how much a firm
benefits from say-on-pay: (1) Firms with excessive or ineffective
executive compensation are more likely to benefit; and (2) Firms with
shareholders willing to vote against management are more likely to see
change. Of course, the composition of the shareholder base may
influence shareholders’ willingness to vote against management. Prior
research documents that institutional investors are less apt to vote with
management on governance proposals than individual investors (Gordon
and Pound, 1993).

Culpepper (2012) says, “It is clear that say on pay is chosen by
politicians to respond to popular outrage about perceived abuses in
executive pay, and the grant of power it entails is certainly limited.”
While there has been a push from the public for change, not all theorists
agree. Indeed, a lack of consensus among theorists that say-on-pay is
needed may be a significant barrier to change. Advocates of optimal
contracting theory argue that there has been little action because there
is no real problem (Core and Guay, 2010). They believe that most
Boards negotiate the best possible CEO compensation arrangements in
order to maximize shareholder value given the underlying contracting
costs. These theorists contend that the existing executive compensation
system is largely working well and that little change is needed to ensure
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that shareholders are getting their money's worth (Dorff, 2007). 
Another issue is how to align the interests of managers and

shareholders to incentivize long-term performance. Scholars who debate
the normative desirability of say-on-pay disagree on whether
shareholders have the capacity to use their say-on-pay votes to oversee
managers and Boards effectively (Gordon, 2009; Bainbridge, 2009).
There is also debate over the government’s role in executive
compensation. Political scientists who write about say-on-pay in the
U.S. have been dismissive partly because the vote is not binding, so it
is seen as symbolic politics (Suárez, 2014). Moreover, scholars note that
say-on-pay does not substantially affect managers’ ability to influence
the composition of their own Boards, which is the core of managerial
power in U.S. firms (Cioffi, 2010). Underlying these debates is the
public interest theory-based notion that regulation is needed to correct
inefficient or inequitable practices. This theory of economic regulation
is rooted in the perception that government must regulate markets when
markets are unable to regulate themselves.

C. Historical framework of say-on-pay

Although the U.K. was the first to legislate say-on-pay in 2002, its
origins are in the U.S. proxy rules. In 1992, the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) expanded the scope of allowable topics for
shareholder proxy proposals to include executive compensation issues.
Previously, shareholder proposals were submitted through SEC Rule
14a-8, which regulates the proposals that appear in the company’s proxy
statement and on the proxy ballot. Proposals that interfered with a
manager’s right to conduct the company’s ordinary business were
disallowed, so compensation proposals were rarely included because of
ambiguity in the SEC’s definition of “ordinary business.”

As U.S. public furor over executive compensation grew in the early
1990s, a push was made for regulatory reform. When high CEO salaries
became a bipartisan campaign issue in the 1992 U.S. presidential
election, McCarroll (1992) called CEO pay the “populist issue that no
politician can resist” (Murphy, 1997). Legislation capped the taxable
amount of executive compensation, and late in the 1992 proxy season,
the SEC announced that proposals on executive compensation would no
longer be disallowed. This was concurrent with an expansion of proxy
disclosure requirements, based on the implicit assumption that the
proposal mechanism could be used to initiate change when investors
were dissatisfied with the compensation policies revealed in the proxy
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statement. The SEC approved new rules on executive compensation
proposals and disclosure on October 15, 1992. The compensation
proposals were only advisory and the probability of passage was low,
but shareholders finally got the right to participate in the
compensation-setting process. At the same time, massive employee
downsizing by British firms with seemingly excessive compensation
plus a series of corporate governance failures led to intense policy
debates on governance and the appropriate role of shareholders in the
process. The Cadbury Report (1992) included provisions related to the
Board’s compensation committee. These initiatives in the U.K. and U.S.
in 1992 started the global say-on-pay movement. 

Executive pay came into the spotlight again in the 2000s after the
end of the Internet bubble, a series of accounting scandals in the U.S.
and Europe, and the option backdating scandal. These events revived
the debate over executive compensation because many of the
scandal-ridden firms’ executives seemed to escape with all of their
compensation intact. In 2002, the U.K. introduced the Directors’
Remuneration Report regulations, which require firms to submit a
compensation report for an advisory shareholder vote at the annual
general meeting. This was the first say-on-pay legislation.

In 2004, the EC recommended the implementation of say-on-pay by
firms in its jurisdiction. The Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, and
Denmark soon enacted say-on-pay legislation following similar
corporate scandals and concomitant public anger. In light of the Crisis
in 2009, the EC targeted directors and executives of financial
institutions in a new recommendation advocating that the structure of
compensation should promote corporate sustainability and tie
compensation to performance by setting limits on the variable
components of compensation and linking them to pre-determined,
measurable financial and non-financial performance criteria. In 2014,
the EC adopted measures including a proposal that shareholders of
EU-listed companies be given a binding vote on executive compensation
policy every three years and an annual advisory vote on how the policy
has been implemented.

Australia mandated say-on-pay in 2004, and the U.S. enacted
say-on-pay in 2010 as a component of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street
Reform & Consumer Protection Act. South Africa, Spain, Belgium,
Germany, and Italy followed with say-on-pay legislation. In 2012, the
Israeli Knesset passed Amendment 20 to its Companies Law compelling
companies to put their executive compensation policies up for
shareholder vote every three years starting in 2013, and Swiss voters
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amended their Constitution in 2013 with the Minder Initiative to
mandate say-on-pay starting in 2014. Canada and Ireland allow
shareholder proposals for say-on-pay, and Canada plans to changes its
corporate governance for TSX firms from a plurality system in which
shareholders can vote “for” or “withhold” to a majority standard in
which they can vote “for” or “against” a proposal (Stein, 2016). Both
the U.K. and France have converted from advisory to binding
shareholder votes, potentially leading other countries to change as well,
and Australia has implemented a “two-strikes” rule that forces the
Board to face re-election if a firm’s compensation report receives 25%
or more negative votes for two consecutive years. 

Although the main focus of say-on-pay is giving shareholders a
voice in compensation policy, there is also some impetus behind the
idea that executive compensation is simply too high. In the U.S. under
Dodd-Frank, financial firms must disclose their pay ratio (the ratio of
executive pay to average worker pay), but the ratio itself has no limit.
In 2013, Switzerland was the first European country to propose limiting
pay for bank executives to twelve times that of the company’s
lowest-paid employees, but the measure was rejected. Last year, the EU
Shareholder Rights Directive approved a say-on-pay vote every three
years on compensation policies, but an attempt to insert a cap on pay
was defeated. Israel, where one-fourth of the public companies with the
highest executive pay are financial institutions, recently became the first
country to pass a law specifically reducing the gap between managers’
and workers’ pay by setting a limit on bank and insurance executives’
salaries. The new maximum compensation will be the equivalent of
$652,605 per year, or up to forty-four times the salary of the lowest
employee’s pay. Any additional compensation will be subject to higher
taxes (Gallucci, 2016). Arlosoroff (2016) argues that the new law may
make it more difficult for Israel to improve its already weak image as a
place to do business and suggests that Amendment 20 of the Companies
Law, which focuses on giving managers incentives to improve their
company, is a better strategy.

III.  Literature review

A. Advisory shareholder-initiated say-on-pay proposals

Shareholders with more than a minimal investment in the firm can
submit proposals to the Board, but these proposals are only advisory
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since the Board can reject them even if they receive majority
shareholder support (Levit and Malenko, 2011). Research by Johnson
and Shackell-Dowell (1997), Johnson, Porter and Shackell-Dowell
(1997), and Perry and Zenner (2001) indicates that firms receiving
shareholder-initiated proposals to change executive pay do not
subsequently modify their CEOs’ compensation. However, Woods
(1996) reports a slight increase in CEOs’ cash compensation with no
decrease in the value of options granted following shareholder pressure,
and Thomas and Martin (1999) find that target companies increase
executive compensation at lower rates than firms that did not receive
these proposals in the one- and two-year periods after the shareholder
vote.

More recently, Subramaniam and Wang (2009) find that firms are
more likely to receive shareholder-sponsored, performance-oriented
executive pay proposals when they have higher agency costs, stronger
shareholder rights, or high executive compensation coupled with poor
performance. They also find that CEO compensation shifts towards
more equity after the proposals. Ertimur, Ferri and Muslu (2011)
observe that shareholder-initiated say-on-pay proposals tend to target
firms with abnormally high CEO pay, although the adoption rate is low
unless the proposal receives a majority of shareholder votes.
Shareholder proposals are associated with a $2.3 million average annual
reduction in CEO pay, but only when they are initiated by institutional
investors.

Similarly, Burns and Minnick (2013) observe that firms with high
CEO compensation, especially cash-based compensation, are most
likely to receive say-on-pay proposals. They find that total
compensation does not significantly change after the proposal, although
firms do change the mix of compensation away from cash toward more
incentive-based compensation. However, shareholder compensation
proposals typically have not attracted large voting support, and their
effect on compensation and firm performance has been mixed at best,
according to Ferri and Sandino (2009).

B. Binding shareholder votes on equity compensation plans

In 2003, the SEC issued new rules requiring NYSE and NASDAQ firms
to hold shareholder votes before adopting new equity or stock option
compensation plans or materially amending existing plans. Before that,
executive compensation without shareholder approval was subject to the
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short swing sale prohibition under SEC rule 16b-3, which requires
company insiders (officers, directors, or holders of more than 10% of
the company’s shares) to return any profits made from the purchase and
sale of company stock if both transactions occur within a six-month
period. This made non-approved plans expensive and caused most firms
to seek shareholder ratification (Thomas and Martin, 1999).

Gillan (2001) shows that the average shareholder vote against
authorizing shares for equity compensation plans increased from about
3% in 1988 to about 19% by 1996, a period when stock option
compensation grew rapidly and many institutional investors adopted
voting policies designed to limit their exposure to future share dilution.
Martin and Thomas (2005) also report 19% average opposition to equity
compensation plans in 1998. From 1996 to 2002, changes in SEC policy
and NYSE listing requirements created a window of opportunity when
firms could adopt equity-based compensation without shareholder
approval. Morgan, Poulsen and Wolf (2006) find that plans in
2000-2003 received 33% average opposition when a proxy advisory
service recommended that shareholders withhold approval, a much
higher total than in earlier years. Circumstantial evidence suggests that
many firms react to negative votes by scaling back their equity
compensation plans. Since 2000, total compensation has leveled off,
although a change in accounting rules to require the expensing of stock
option compensation has probably influenced this trend as well
(Yermack, 2010).

Several studies examine shareholder voting for
management-sponsored compensation plans. Morgan and Poulsen
(2001), Bethel and Gillan (2002), and Thomas and Martin (1999) find
that management-sponsored pay-for-performance proposals are
generally approved. Martin and Thomas (2005) re-examine the topic
and find that plans with significant dilution experience negative stock
price reactions. They also find a negative relationship between the
percentage of votes against a proposal and the percentage change in
CEO pay for the next year. Morgan, Poulsen and Wolf (2006) find that
shareholders provide less support for management-sponsored plans that
are more dilutive and plans that receive negative recommendations from
proxy advisors. Morgan and Wolf (2007) extend that research to Canada
and find many similarities between voting at Canadian and U.S. firms.
However, they find few majority-approved proposals and lower overall
affirmative voting returns in Canada.

Ng et al. (2011) show that after the regulatory change in 2003, the
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quality of equity compensation proposals has improved, shareholders
exhibit greater monitoring of executive compensation through increased
voting rights, and the equity pay component of total executive
compensation has declined while the cash component has increased.
Armstrong, Gow and Larcker (2013) find that shareholders are more
likely to vote against excessive executive pay plans, although they find
no relationship between shareholder voting on compensation proposals
and subsequent changes in CEO compensation.

Balachandran, Joos and Weber (2012) study the relationship
between shareholders’ approval of equity-based compensation plans and
the firm’s future financial performance with a focus on shareholder
voting as a control mechanism in publicly traded corporations from
1992 to 2003 when U.S. Boards could choose whether to submit new
equity compensation plans for shareholder approval. They show that
firms submitting new plans for approval typically have better long run
performance and stronger governance. This suggests that stock option
plans implemented without seeking shareholder approval are not
implemented at arm’s length. Bebchuk and Fried (2004) find this result
to be consistent with the idea that shareholder votes increase the
efficiency of equity-based compensation plans, whereas compensation
contract inefficiencies suggest a need to increase shareholders’ rights.

C. Implementing say-on-pay in OECD countries

The prior section focused on equity compensation in the U.S. where
these votes are binding, but those findings are not necessarily
generalizable to other types of say-on-pay votes because each country
can structure say-on-pay according to its own political, institutional,
cultural, economic, and social needs.

Say-on-pay the U.K.

The U.K. introduced the Directors’ Remuneration Report in 2002,
requiring listed firms to put their compensation report to a non-binding
shareholder vote at their annual general meeting. This was the first
enacted legislation explicitly calling for say-on-pay, and there is a
growing literature dedicated to say-on-pay in the U.K. Ferri,
Balachandran and Maber (2008) find that it increases the sensitivity of
CEO pay to poor accounting performance, but not to stock performance.
In other words, it curbs the “pay for failure” scenario. Carter and
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Zamora (2007) find that shareholders disapprove of higher salaries,
weak pay-performance sensitivity in bonus pay, and greater potential
dilution from equity pay. They also observe that Boards respond to past
negative votes by reducing excess salaries and dilution from stock
options and by improving the pay-performance link. Ferri and Maber
(2013) show no change in the level or growth rate of CEO pay after the
adoption of the say-on-pay regulations, but they do find increased
sensitivity of CEO cash and total compensation to negative operating
performance, especially in firms with excessive compensation in the
period before the regulations and in firms with high voting dissent.

Alissa (2015) finds that shareholders use their votes to convey
dissatisfaction with excessive executive compensation, and Boards
respond either by reducing the excessiveness of CEO compensation or
by forcing the CEO out. Conyon and Sadler (2010) treat shareholder
voting as an endogenous choice variable in their CEO pay equations and
find that shareholders’ votes reflect their disapproval of higher salaries,
higher excess bonuses, and greater dilution from stock-based
compensation, although they find no evidence that Boards respond to
greater shareholder disapproval.

Gregory-Smith and Main (2014) compare a large sample of binding
and non-binding votes at U.K. companies and find that moving to a
binding vote is unlikely to strengthen the relationship between executive
pay for performance and shareholder voting dissent since shareholders
tend not to use binding votes to express disapproval of executive pay
levels beyond the amounts merited by firm performance.
Gregory-Smith, Thompson and Wright (2014) also show that
shareholder votes are not a robust way to express dissatisfaction with
pay. Using non-financial FTSE 350 companies from 1998 to 2012, they
examine how CEO pay, firm performance and corporate governance
characteristics influence dissent levels for say-on-pay resolutions, and
confirm that shareholder voting overwhelmingly supports the status quo. 

Gerner-Beuerle and Kirchmaier (2016) examine the impact of the
U.K.’s 2013 enhanced executive compensation disclosure rules on
shareholders’ say-on-pay votes. Using pay information disclosed by
FTSE 100 firms, they find that shareholders focus on top-line salaries
and seem to disregard the remaining information. Analyzing the unique
British feature of two votes, one forward-looking and one
backward-looking, they show that shareholders differentiate between
the two dimensions.
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Say-on-pay in the U.S.

In 2007, Congressman Barney Frank sponsored H.R. 1257, the
Shareholder Vote on Executive Compensation Act, which would have
amended the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to require companies to
conduct a non-binding shareholder vote on executive compensation
plans. The bill was passed by the House, but was never put to a Senate
vote. Cai and Walkling (2011) examine the reaction to this legislation
and find that the market views say-on-pay as value-creating for
companies with inefficient executive compensation and relatively poor
corporate governance, but value-destroying for other firms.

In 2010, say-on-pay was formally enacted in the U.S. as a
component of the Dodd-Frank Act. Balsam et al. (2016) find that firms
reduce executive compensation before the mandated say-on-pay vote
and make it more performance-based. They also find that the percentage
of votes against executive pay is lower when firms reduce executive
compensation before the initial say-on-pay vote, but higher when firms
have high total compensation, large increases in compensation,
substantial compensation that cannot be explained by economic factors,
and/or significant “other compensation” including perquisites. 

Cotter, Palmiter and Thomas (2013) find that shareholders generally
support managers’ pay packages unless the firm performs poorly and
has excessive executive pay, low shareholder returns, and negative
proxy voting recommendations. Similarly, Kimmey (2013) finds that
high CEO salary, a weak pay-performance link, and high dilution from
stock option grants are associated with lower say-on-pay approval. He
also notes that shareholders show sophistication in their examination of
CEO compensation by voting against excess compensation above the
amount deserved due to performance. More recently, Conyon (2016)
finds that fewer than 3% of firms fail to pass their say-on-pay proposals,
but shareholder dissent is higher in firms with high CEO compensation
or poor performance. However, CEO pay growth is lower in firms that
previously had strong dissent, and there is less dissent in firms with
better governance.

Kimbro and Xu (2016) show that say-on-pay votes are sensitive to
firm risk, excessive CEO compensation, accounting quality, and
financial performance. They also find that Boards react to say-on-pay
rejection votes by subsequently reducing the level of excessive
compensation, and that shareholder voting rights, even when advisory,
can be an effective mechanism to address management rent extraction.
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Beckerman (2012) analyzes firms that fail their say-on-pay vote and
finds no evidence that it corresponds to either an increase or a decrease
in stock market returns. Collins, Marquardt and Niu (2016) show that
shareholders tend to approve compensation packages that are more
sensitive to changes in stock price (pay-performance sensitivity) and
changes in stock volatility (pay-risk sensitivity), which is generally
consistent with theoretical predictions that outside owners approve of
equity incentives to align the interests of managers with shareholders
and to mitigate potential agency costs.

Iliev and Vitanova (2013) study firms that were not required to adopt
say-on-pay and find that managers do not behave strategically to avoid
compliance or to influence an upcoming vote, that directors of firms that
hold say-on-pay votes have increased support, and that the regulation,
as implemented, does not affect the level or composition of CEO pay.
Cuñat, Giné and Guadalupe (2016) explore votes on
shareholder-initiated proposals in the U.S. and confirm that adopting
say-on-pay has limited effects on pay levels and structure, although it
does increase market value and improve long-term performance. 

Zhang, Lo and Yang (2014) examine the causes and consequences
of say-on-pay votes and find that shareholder disapproval increases with
the amount of total and abnormal compensation, but decreases with the
number of pay-restraining provisions and the quality of compensation
disclosures. They also find that shareholder disapproval correlates with
contemporaneous director turnover and that Boards respond to
shareholder disapproval by amending compensation policies to reduce
that opposition for the following year. Brunarski, Campbell and Harman
(2015) investigate responses to say-on-pay votes and find that
overcompensated managers with low say-on-pay support tend to react
by increasing dividends, decreasing leverage, and increasing corporate
investment. However, they find that these actions do not affect
subsequent say-on-pay vote outcomes or change firm value. They also
find that excess compensation increases for managers who were
substantially overpaid prior to the say-on-pay vote, regardless of the
outcome of the vote, suggesting that say-on-pay legislation has not
improved executive contracting.

By contrast, Brunarski et al. (2016) find significant external labor
market penalties when directors fail to oversee executive compensation.
If shareholders express disapproval through low say-on-pay support,
equity values decrease at firms linked by a shared director (interlocking
firms), directors lose external Board seats and compensation committee
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positions, and external director compensation decreases. In addition,
shareholder scrutiny increases at interlocking firms because
shareholders are more likely to select annual say-on-pay voting and
offer low subsequent support. Behera (2015) also shows that Boards
respond to say-on-pay voting outcomes. After controlling for firm
performance and CEO attributes, she finds that in firms with less
entrenched managers, lower shareholder support increases the
likelihood of CEO turnover. However, she also finds that shareholder
support is a poor predictor of future stock performance. In fact, CEOs
who receive less than 75% favorable votes perform significantly better
than those receiving over 91% support. This implies either that a less
supportive vote is a strong motivator for CEOs, or that shareholders are
myopic in assessing CEOs.

Say-on-pay in other countries

Most say-on-pay research focuses on the U.K. and the U.S., but a
growing literature is examining the impact of say-on-pay in other
countries, especially countries that have enacted advisory votes.

Rapp, Sperling and Wolff (2010) and Eulerich, Rapp and Wolff
(2012) investigate Germany’s law permitting non-binding
shareholder-initiated votes and find that a firm’s chance of being
targeted increases with a higher free float and strong media exposure,
whereas the approval rate increases with the voting power of
blockholders and the introduction of a new compensation system. For
2010-2013, Powell and Rapp (2015) find that half of all German firms
opted for having a vote in the first four years of the voluntary regime,
and the likelihood of a vote increases with firm size, abnormal executive
compensation, and free float. They also find a strong pay-performance
link, especially when the effect of executive compensation is lagged
over the years following the vote. A unique feature of German
governance is that public firms have both a management board and a
supervisory board. Tröger and Walz (2014) analyze executive
compensation at twenty-five DAX firms from 2006 through 2012 and
find that compensation packages for management Board members are
closely linked to firm performance, whereas compensation for
supervisory Boards responds to shareholder dissent. In 2010, the year
that German say-on-pay was enacted, compensation was noticeably
reduced, even after controlling for performance.

In Italy where ownership is concentrated, Belcredi et al. (2014) find
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that shareholder dissent is smaller, but still comparable to the U.K. and
the U.S. where ownership is dispersed. They also find that dissent is
negatively correlated with the equity stake held by the largest
shareholder, which is consistent with better monitoring and lower
agency costs. Dissent is only weakly related to firm performance, but
firms with larger CEO compensation have more dissent and firms with
better disclosure of the components of CEO pay have less dissent.
Dissent is affected by investor activism at the company level, proxied
by institutional investors at the annual general meeting and by minority
directors (a special feature of Italian corporate governance) on the
Board of target companies. Finally, dissent is higher when the vote is
non-binding, which suggests that the non-binding nature of the
say-on-pay vote may not reduce its effectiveness. Bruno and Bianconi
(2015) find that Italian firms are likely to change their compensation
policy in the financial year after a low vote or no vote.

Sheehan (2012) evaluates say-on-pay in Australia and finds that
shareholders largely support management and that executive
compensation does not necessarily decrease. Clarkson, Walker and
Nicholls (2011) find that increased shareholder oversight of executive
compensation after enactment of say-on-pay in Australia results in a
stronger pay-performance relationship and increased sensitivity of
reported CEO compensation to firm performance. Monem and Ng
(2013) also investigate the effect of say-on-pay on the pay-performance
link in Australian firms and find that pay changes for CEOs and key
executives were not significantly related to their firms’ stock returns in
2011, but had improved significantly in 2012.

Under Australia’s two-strikes rule, all Board members except the
managing director must stand for re-election if 25% or more of votes are
cast against the compensation report in two consecutive years. Mackay,
Howieson and Shan (2015) examine the impact of conversion from an
advisory system to a binding two-strikes system in Australia and find
that the binding vote increases the number of negative say-on-pay votes,
reduces CEO and director compensation, and increases the incidence of
CEOs and directors leaving their firms. They also show that firm
performance and firm value improve after a first strike. Their results
suggest that binding say-on-pay votes do increase shareholder influence.

Faghani, Monem and Ng (2015a) analyze changes made by
one-strike firms to avoid a second strike the following year and find that
these firms increase the proportion of CEOs’ performance-based pay,
which reduces shareholder dissent. This suggests that empowering
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shareholders through say-on-pay can curb excessive executive pay and
improve alignment between shareholders’ and managers’ incentives.
Faghani, Monem and Ng (2015b) find that one-strike firms tend to have
higher CEO pay, lower ownership concentration, smaller firm size,
higher institutional ownership, and CEO duality. However, additional
analysis suggests that shareholders fail to differentiate between CEO
pay that is related to the economic characteristics of a firm and the pay
that is not. Grosse, Kean and Scott (2015) compare one-strike firms to
matched firms with no strikes and find no association with any measure
of CEO pay. However, they do find that one-strike firms have higher
book-to-market and leverage ratios, which suggests that the
compensation vote is not used to target excessive pay. They also find
that firms respond to a strike by decreasing CEOs’ discretionary
bonuses and increasing compensation disclosure.

Comparing say-on-pay across countries

Since each country can implement say-on-pay in its own way (e.g.
binding versus non-binding), some researchers compare the
effectiveness of say-on-pay in different countries. Correa and Lel (2016)
investigate say-on-pay using a large cross-country sample from 2001 to
2012 and find that say-on-pay decreases CEO compensation levels and
the growth of CEO pay. They also find higher pay-performance
sensitivity, higher firm value, and a smaller pay slice awarded to CEOs,
suggesting that managerial pay inequality decreases within the firm’s
management team following the adoption of say-on-pay. While both
binding and advisory votes are associated with declines in CEO pay
growth, the effect is significantly greater for binding laws. By contrast,
advisory laws have the advantage of decreasing pay growth rates only
in firms that perform poorly, aligning pay to realized firm performance,
and reducing managerial pay inequality. Balsam, Gordon and Kwack
(2013) examine say-on-pay across countries and find that it does not
affect the CEO compensation level, but it does increase the proportion
of equity pay out of total CEO compensation. They also find that
binding votes lead to larger reductions in CEO compensation.

D. Factors affecting say-on-pay voting outcomes

Bordere, Ciccotello, and Grant (2015) evaluate firms receiving a
majority of negative say-on-pay votes in 2011. They find that these
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firms perform poorly and have high CEO pay in the pre-vote period
relative to a control group. About 20% of the rejected firms also have
income-decreasing restatements that affect the five-year period before
the vote, compared to only 3% for the control group. The rejected firms
also have weaker internal controls and greater increases in audit fees in
the year before the vote. Furthermore, over half of the restatements
occur after the say-on-pay vote, suggesting that auditors should consider
say-on-pay votes in their risk assessments. 

Say-on-pay places more importance on the Compensation
Discussion & Analysis (CD&A) in firms’ proxy statements. Firms use
CD&A as a tool to communicate with shareholders about their
compensation programs, but Dodd-Frank lacks guidelines about CD&A
disclosure. Balsam et al. (2016) find that the tone and prominence of the
CD&A are associated with the vote outcome. Hemmings, Hodgkinson
and Williams (2016) show that better CD&A readability weakens the
link between CEO excess pay and the probability of receiving a low
say-on-pay vote, which suggests that increased readability leads
shareholders to place greater decision weight on arguments presented
in the CD&A framed in favor of proposed pay.

In a related area, Mukhopadhyay and Shivakumar (2015) explore
whether investors rely on disclosures of managerial performance
measures in proxy statements for their say-on-pay decisions. They use
text analysis to create a text-based score that is positively associated
with the likelihood of voter approval, and their result holds even for a
sub-sample of firms that receive a negative recommendation from a
proxy advisor. Furthermore, firms that fail a vote tend to increase their
disclosure of performance measures in the subsequent period’s proxy
statements, which improves the likelihood of obtaining approval in the
next vote. Finally, they find that say-on-pay increases firms’
responsiveness to investors’ demands for compensation-related
disclosures.

Hadley (2015) analyzes the effects of disclosing alternative pay
measures on say-on-pay support and explores whether these disclosures
are made opportunistically or informatively. Using a sample of firms
that report “realized compensation” (a measure of pay actually received
during the year, rather than the potential pay found in the Summary
Compensation table (SCT) mandated by the SEC) or “realizable
compensation” (a firm’s percentile ranking among peer firms, certified
by an external compensation consultant) in their 2012 proxy statements,
she finds that firms choose to disclose realized or realizable pay for
different reasons. Firms that opt for realized compensation have
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characteristics associated with opportunistic disclosure including poor
performance, low managerial ability, higher SEC-mandated SCT pay,
and lower realized pay compared to similar firms. By contrast, firms
that report realizable compensation seem most concerned with
combating prior poor say-on-pay approval, so they respond by making
positive changes to SCT pay and disclosing externally certified
realizable measures. Despite these differences, results suggest that the
effects of reporting realized or realizable compensation are similar:
Disclosing additional information related to compensation has a
significant positive impact on say-on-pay approval, but generally not
enough to improve the chance of reaching the 75% approval threshold
unless firms had received weak prior say-on-pay support. 

The pay ratio is another type of compensation disclosure. In 2013,
the SEC voted to issue a rule that would require most companies to
disclose the annual total compensation of the median employee, the
annual total compensation of the CEO (already available under existing
compensation disclosure rules), and the ratio of CEO pay to median
employee pay (i.e., the pay ratio). Some companies already disclose
some form of a pay ratio voluntarily, and about 10% of all U.S. firms
disclose total compensation expense (Ballester, Livnat and Sinha,
2002), which can be combined with other disclosed information to
estimate the pay ratio (Faleye, Reis and Venkateswaran, 2013).
Crawford, Nelson and Rountree (2014) examine the relationship
between pay ratios and say-on-pay votes for U.S. commercial banks and
find that firms with extremely high pay ratios are riskier, have worse
performance, and experience greater shareholder dissent on say-on-pay
proposals than other firms.

Larcker, McCall and Ormazabal (2012) and Ertimur, Ferri and
Oesch (2013) find that proxy advisory firms have a substantial impact
on say-on-pay vote outcomes, and some firms change the composition
of their executive compensation packages to avoid a negative
recommendation. Their findings are consistent with the earlier findings
of Bethel and Gillan (2002) and Morgan, Poulsen and Wolf (2006).
Similarly, Malenko and Shen (2016) find that a negative
recommendation from the Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS)
reduces voting support by 25%, suggesting strong ISS influence over
shareholder votes (see also Balsam et al., 2016). In a related area,
Hooghiemstra, Kuang and Qin (2015) find that negative media coverage
of firms’ CEO pay packages predicts shareholder discontent over
say-on-pay. When media coverage is divided into the financial/business
press and general press coverage, they find that shareholders’
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say-on-pay votes are mainly associated with articles from the
financial/business press, suggesting that the media is not a
homogeneous information source that is equally able to predict
shareholders’ voting behaviors.

Stathopoulos and Voulgaris (2016) posit that shareholders’
investment horizons affect say-on-pay voting patterns. They show that
short-term institutional investors are more likely to abstain in order to
avoid incurring monitoring costs unless CEO pay is abnormally high,
whereas long-term institutional investors are more likely to support the
proposed compensation report. Similarly, Schwartz-Ziv and Wermers
(2016) find that both mutual funds and institutional investors are more
likely to vote against management on say-on-pay when they hold a
smaller fraction of the outstanding shares, or when their stockholdings
comprise a smaller fraction of their total portfolio, indicating that the
say-on-pay vote allows many small institutional shareholders to
coordinate and voice their opinions on compensation and management
performance. They also find that firms with a non-insider blockholder
are likely to respond to low support for the say-on-pay vote by picking
more reasonable peers to benchmark executive compensation,
decreasing the growth rate of excess compensation, and/or replacing the
CEO.

In the U.S., shareholders also have the right to determine the
frequency of say-on-pay votes. Li and Gu (2014) examine the
relationship between say-on-pay voting frequency and the firm’s
existing corporate governance structure. They find that the market
reaction is significantly positive for firms with excess CEO equity pay
and for firms whose shareholders’ preference for voting frequency
matches the Board’s recommendation. Liu (2012) shows that 60% of
firms initially recommend say-on-pay voting every three years, whereas
shareholders at 90% of those firms choose annual votes. Ferri and
Oesch (2016) find that a management recommendation for a particular
say-on-pay frequency is associated with a 26% increase in shareholder
support for that frequency, suggesting that management’s influence is
comparable to that of proxy advisors.

Kronlund and Sandy (2016) study whether a firm’s pay practices
differ in years with a vote versus years with no vote. In years when the
firm is expected to have a say-on-pay vote, they find that CEO salary
decreases and stock awards increase, which is consistent with firms
changing pay practices to reflect proxy advisory firms’ guidelines, and
is inconsistent with a hypothesis that say-on-pay has no effect on
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executive compensation. However, deferred compensation and pension
balances also increase in years with a vote, which supports the idea that
say-on-pay increases the use of less transparent pay components. The
net effect of these increases and decreases in CEO pay components is
that overall CEO compensation actually increases and the alignment
between executive compensation and performance is worse in years
with say-on-pay votes compared to years without a vote. 

E. Theoretical and behavioral studies of say-on-pay

Say-on-pay has also been analyzed theoretically and behaviorally. Göx
(2012) uses theory to analyze the impact of say-on-pay on the
compensation policy and level of Board dependence of a firm in which
the CEO has some power over Board composition. He posits that
say-on-pay could actually reduce the efficiency of a firm’s
compensation policy because the ability of say-on-pay to improve pay
practice depends on Board independence. This gives a powerful CEO
the incentive to establish a more dependent Board. In return, the new
Board would offer the CEO a more generous bonus than in the absence
of say-on-pay. This dynamic suggests that say-on-pay can only improve
the compensation policy of a poorly governed firm if the level of board
dependence cannot be adjusted and that say-on-pay can exacerbate,
rather than mitigate, existing deficiencies in governance structures and
compensation policies.

Krause, Whitler and Semadeni (2014) conduct experiments to
simulate say-on-pay votes and find that shareholders value
pay-for-performance. Bowlin, Christ and Griffith (2012) use a
laboratory experiment to show that giving investors a voice in setting
executive compensation improves their perceptions of the fairness of the
compensation-setting procedures, which increases investors’ trust in the
Board and their willingness to invest. However, they find that the
positive effects of say-on-pay on investor behavior is greater when
Boards voluntarily give their investors a voice, rather than when they
are mandated to do so.

Göx, Imhof and Kunz (2014) use a laboratory experiment to
compare advisory, unconditionally binding, and conditionally binding
shareholder voting rights to a baseline case in which shareholders have
no say on CEO pay. They observe that advisory and conditionally
binding votes do not distort CEO investment incentives, whereas
unconditionally binding votes adversely affect the CEO’s investment
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incentives. However, unconditionally binding votes curb executive
compensation, whereas advisory votes can actually increase executive
compensation. Finally, many shareholders reject CEO bonus proposals
whenever they have the right to do so, independent of the type of voting
right.

Kaplan, Samuels and Cohen (2015) conduct an experiment to test
whether social ties between the CEO and Board, the CEO’s reputation
for financial reporting, or investor’s perception of fairness will affect
their say-on-pay judgments. Results indicate that CEO social ties and
reputation affect say-on-pay judgments, but investors’ perceptions of
procedural and distributive fairness affect their judgment too. Kaplan
and Zamora (2016) also conduct an experiment on the impact of
perceptions of compensation fairness. They find that exceeding
analysts’ expectations and the source of a firm’s earnings affect the
percentage of nonprofessional investors’ positive say-on-pay votes and
that participants’ beliefs about the overall fairness of the CEO’s
compensation, but not their beliefs about the firm’s future performance
prospects, fully mediate this relationship. 

F. Market reaction to say-on-pay

Giving shareholders a say in executive pay may help reduce the agency
costs between executives, directors, and shareholders, resulting in more
efficient compensation contracts and adding value to the firm. Deane
(2007) and Davis (2007) use the alignment hypothesis to suggest that
say-on-pay will better align owner-manager interests and improve
governance and performance. If say-on-pay restores the alignment of
owners and managers, then there should be a positive market reaction
to it.

Several studies use market reaction to analyze the effectiveness of
say-on-pay. Cai and Walkling (2011) find a significant, positive market
reaction to passage of the first advisory say-on-pay bill in the U.S.
House of Representatives in 2007 for firms with high abnormal CEO
compensation, low pay-performance sensitivity, and receptivity to
shareholder pressure. Upon further examination, they conclude that
say-on-pay creates value for companies with inefficient compensation,
but destroys value for others.

Larcker, Ormazabal and Taylor (2011) find significant, negative
market reaction when several say-on-pay acts were proposed in the U.S.
and that shareholders react more negatively for firms with highly paid
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CEOs. They posit that the market may perceive that regulating executive
compensation will result in less desirable contracts and may decrease
the supply of high-quality executives. This suggests that the market
assesses current pay practices to be value-maximizing. In contrast,
Becker, Bergstresser and Subramanian (2013) and Cohn, Gillan and
Hartzell (2016) find that the possibility of increased proxy access for
shareholders in the future results in positive stock price reactions for
firms where shareholders are more likely to take advantage of that
access.

Iliev and Vitanova (2013) investigate firms that were not required to
adopt say-on-pay and find that the market reacts positively to firms’
voluntary compliance with the rule. Li and Gu (2014) examine the
market reaction to the shareholders’ decisions on the frequency of the
vote and find that the market reaction is significantly positive for firms
with excess CEO equity pay and for firms whose shareholders prefer the
voting frequency recommended by the Board.

Akhigbe, Frye and Whyte (2015) examine the impact of negative
say-on-pay votes on the stock prices of firms receiving the no-vote and
their major competitors. Although both the targeted firms and their
rivals experience significant reductions in shareholder value, the
determinants of the change are different. For firms receiving the
no-vote, the market reaction seems to be driven largely by investors’
perceptions about the firm’s compensation structure, whereas the
reaction for rival firms is positively related to measures of CEO
incentives that align managers’ and shareholders’ interests. They also
find changes in compensation levels following a negative vote,
especially among rival firms.

Wagner and Wenk (2015) analyze the stock market reaction to
binding say-on-pay in Switzerland by studying stock price reactions
around a Swiss direct democratic initiative. They find that over 70% of
firms had negative abnormal returns, and the market reallocated
significant value from the smallest 80% of firms to the top 20% after the
initiative. Furthermore, the stock market reaction was most negative for
firms with the highest-paid executives and Boards. Schrempp (2010)
also observes significant negative abnormal returns around the day the
initiative was announced. These results differ substantially from studies
of advisory say-on-pay votes in the U.S. 

Hitz and Müller-Bloch (2016) investigate the market reaction in
Germany to the 2009 announcement of proposed say-on-pay regulation
and find a weak negative reaction, especially for firms with high
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abnormal compensation or low pay-performance sensitivity. By
contrast, Trottier (2012) explores the market reaction to an
announcement that Canadian banks were voluntarily adopting
say-on-pay and finds a significant positive reaction. 

G. Say-on-pay and the market for executives

In many discussions of say-on-pay, the issue is whether CEOs are being
rewarded at levels that are not commensurate with their contributions
to their organizations, especially failing organizations. This has led to
a populist feeling that CEOs are overpaid or that their compensation is
unfair. According to Locke (2008), there is no set level of pay that is
“fair” or that would make a CEO “overpaid.” Thus, there is no intrinsic
amount of pay that is correct for a job because the market ultimately
determines the appropriate compensation for a specific firm. The
business press tends to support this view and frames it either in terms of
supply and demand or risk and reward. Factors that may explain high
CEO pay include firm size/scale, the ability of CEOs to create/destroy
value, a lack of qualified candidates, high CEO turnover, the necessity
for weak firms to pay more to attract competent CEOs, and the use of
equity compensation to incentivize performance (Baldwin, 2016;
Edmans and Gosling, 2016). 

Kaplan (2012) considers three common perceptions of U.S. public
company CEO pay and corporate governance: (1) CEOs are overpaid
and their pay keeps increasing; (2) CEOs are not paid for their
performance; and (3) Boards do not penalize CEOs for poor
performance. He finds that average CEO pay increased substantially
through the 1990s, but has declined since then. Relative to other highly
paid groups, CEO pay levels are comparable to their average levels in
the early 1990s, although they remain above their long-term historical
average, and the ratio of large-company CEO pay to firm market value
is roughly similar to its level in the late 1970s and lower than its
pre-1960s levels. These patterns suggest that similar forces, likely
technology and scale, have played a role in driving CEO pay and the
pay of others with top incomes. He also finds that CEOs are paid for
good performance and penalized for poor performance, and that Boards
do monitor CEOs. Compared to the 1980s and 1990s, the rate of CEO
turnover has increased and is significantly tied to poor stock
performance. While corporate governance failures, pay outliers, and
high average pay levels relative to typical households have contributed
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to the perception that CEOs are overpaid, a meaningful part of CEO pay
appears to be market-determined. Furthermore, top executive pay
policies at over 98% of S&P 500 and Russell 3000 firms received
majority shareholder support for their say-on-pay votes in 2011. This is
consistent with evidence found in other markets with say-on-pay.

Warren Buffett famously refused to vote against Coca-Cola’s pay
package, despite calling it excessive, to be loyal to Coke’s management.
His action typifies the behavior of shareholders and Boards that are
often unwilling to punish mediocre performance, and supports the
notion of say-on-pay as an ill-structured problem, since parties disagree
about the problem to be resolved, as well as possible solutions.

IV.  Discussion

If the goals of say-on-pay are to tie accountability, transparency, and
performance to executive pay, to spur shareholder participation in
corporate governance, to protect the shareholders’ rights to the residual
income of the firm, to rein in excessive executive compensation, and to
reduce executives’ incentives to chase short-term profits (Baird and
Stowasser, 2002), then has it been effective? The empirical evidence is
mixed on whether say-on-pay reduces the level or growth rate of
executive compensation, although evidence shows that the composition
shifts toward a larger equity component and the sensitivity of CEO pay
to poor performance increases. 

In the U.K., where say-on-pay votes have been held since 2002, Ferri
and Maber (2013) find that firms respond to rejection votes by scaling
back CEO pay practices that rewarded failure (e.g. generous severance
contracts) and increasing the sensitivity of pay to poor firm
performance. In the U.S., where say-on-pay was enacted in 2010,
evidence of its impact on CEO compensation is emerging. Kimbro and
Xu (2016) find that Boards react to say-on-pay rejection by reducing
compensation, which suggests that these votes address problems of
excessive compensation packages. 

In Australia, increased investor scrutiny since the Crisis combined
with the two-strikes rule in say-on-pay votes have decreased average
CEO fixed pay in the Top 100 companies in 2012 year-over-year
(Monem and Ng, 2013). Several studies find that the effects of
say-on-pay are more pronounced in firms with high voting dissent and
with high excess CEO pay. Although say-on-pay might appear to be a
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valuable corporate governance mechanism, it is not clear that a
shareholder vote on pay leads to more efficient executive compensation
packages, except in particularly egregious cases. 

Shareholders allocate most decision rights to a Board (e.g. Jensen
and Meckling, 1976) because making efficient decisions about most
complex corporate activities requires considerable expertise, time, and
company-specific information. Corporate directors have more expertise
than most shareholders, as well as a wealth of company-specific
information to use in their decisions. In light of these issues, individual
investors, even institutional shareholders, may not take the time to
become sufficiently well informed to identify deviations between a
firm’s existing compensation plan and the optimal plan.

A 2011 report prepared by Farient Advisors for the Council of
Institutional Investors finds that, for the 2% of firms that failed their
say-on-pay vote, shareholders rejected their compensation packages due
to (1) a disconnect between pay and performance; (2) bad pay practices
including bonuses for weak performance, high pay benchmarks, poor
performance measures, tax gross-ups, lack of clawbacks, and excessive
termination packages; (3) inadequate disclosure; or (4) inappropriately
large pay (Schoenthaler, 2011; see also Ferracone, 2011). According to
Fabrizio Ferri, say-on-pay “has been effective in some ways, but it has
not been a revolution. By and large, levels of compensation keep
increasing every year, and shareholders have not — except in a very few
cases — pushed back.” Data compile by the Semler Brossy Consulting
Group supports this view, indicating that shareholders at 94% of U.S.
companies pass say-on-pay votes with over 70% approval (Bhattarai,
2013). 

Increased disclosure and shareholder engagement are two key
non-quantifiable benefits of say-on-pay. In many countries, say-on-pay
legislation has been accompanied by an increase in required
compensation disclosure. The votes are publicized and are seen as
drivers of a firm’s reputation, so even if they are non-binding, public
embarrassment is at stake if compensation packages are voted down.
The desire to have high approval ratings has influenced executives’
engagement with shareholders. Companies are making a “greater effort
to engage in discussions with at least their more significant shareholders
to understand their views on pay and to consider such views in
developing and implementing their executive pay philosophy” (Kenny,
2014).
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A. Unintended consequences of say-on-pay

Although the goal of say-on-pay has always been to give shareholders
a voice in setting executive compensation, it also has created some
unintended consequences. One issue is the movement to “one size fits
all” executive compensation programs. In order to minimize the
potential for negative say-on-pay vote outcomes, many companies are
basing their pay practices more on potential external views than on
actual business needs. New compensations measures, such as total
shareholder return (capital growth and dividends per share divided by
share price), may not be the best ways to align a firm’s business strategy
or support its need to attract, motivate, and retain highly qualified
executives in cost effective ways. 

Another unintended consequence of say-on-pay is that it seems to
reduce the impact of economic value creation. A study by
Organizational Capital Partners (2014) finds that economic value
creation is not a major factor in say-on-pay voting or in the
recommendations of proxy advisors. There is no material difference
between the voting outcomes for firms that create economic value and
those that destroy value. Specifically, the study finds that average
say-on-pay support vote is 82% for thirty-two low-performing
companies and 84% for thirty-two high-performing companies, and
there is no meaningful difference between proxy advisor firms’
recommendations for value-destroying and value-creating companies. 

A number of studies find a movement towards equity compensation
and greater pay-performance sensitivity. Some of this shift has been
attributed to scrutiny by proxy advisory firms. One consequence is that
say-on-pay may be forcing Boards and compensation committees to
substitute the perceived wisdom of proxy advisors for their own
knowledge about the company. Even among firms facing little risk of
opposition, Boards may act cautiously to ensure proxy advisors’ support
for pay packages, regardless of whether those actions are really in the
best long-term interests of the company. Larcker, McCall and
Ormazabal (2012) find that the revisions that companies make to their
compensation programs in an attempt to conform to proxy advisory
firms’ guidelines actually produced a net cost to shareholders. Thus,
proxy advisors’ policies and influence can induce companies to make
compensation decisions that actually decrease shareholder value.

Reda, Schmidt and Glass (2014) analyze the top 200 public
companies in the U.S. and show a steady increase in the number of
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companies using either performance shares or performance share units
with threshold, target, and maximum payout opportunities. They suggest
that proxy advisors have influenced this shift toward
performance-vested grants through their policies that assess the
structure of CEO compensation because the proxy advisors’
recommendations regarding say-on-pay are partly based on these
considerations. That say-on-pay has helped to shape these pay changes
through the unplanned empowerment of the proxy advisors is another
unintended consequence.

B.  Has say-on-pay failed?

According to a New York Times analysis, the median pay of the top 200
CEOs at public companies with at least $1 billion in revenue rose 16%
in 2013 (Morgenson, 2013). Does this mean that say-on-pay is a failure?
According to Ferri and Maber (2013), “Historically, when the
government tries to set limits it doesn't work very well. The flexibility
of executive compensation is so enormous that it’s always possible to
find loopholes. It can even create distorting incentives that make the
problem worse.” Based on say-on-pay data and research in the U.S. and
U.K., they find that say-on-pay votes have little effect on reducing CEO
compensation levels. However, the votes do affect pay-performance
sensitivity; CEOs of firms with negative votes face a greater penalty for
poor performance than other CEOs.

Despite government intervention on behalf of the public interest,
perhaps shareholders never agreed that executives are overpaid.
Applying the prisoner’s dilemma to the issue of executive
compensation, if Firm A’s shareholders try to reduce executives’ pay
(i.e., refuse to confess), Firm B’s shareholders can attract those
executives with better pay, so the rational choice is to keep endorsing
high executive pay levels (Carney, 2013).

Another possible explanation for the failure of shareholders to be
more assertive might be rising stock prices. This could provide a
testable hypothesis because, if it is true, there should be a lot more
say-on-pay rejections in the next bear market. However, Bainbridge
(2009) argues that it is not simply that shareholders do not care about
pay as long as the stock price goes up. Rational investors hold
diversified portfolios of stocks, so they may not be interested in the
details of corporate governance or executive compensation at a
particular firm; they are interested in overall market performance.
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Therefore, they lack the incentive to make the kind of critical judgments
that say-on-pay advocates hope they would.

Rational shareholders will expend the effort to make informed
decisions only if the expected benefits outweigh the costs. Given the
complexity of compensation disclosures, the opportunity cost to become
informed is high. In addition, most investors’ holdings are too small to
have a significant effect on vote outcomes, so they may be rationally
apathetic. Thus, the necessary investment of time and effort to make
informed voting decisions is simply not worthwhile. While it is hard to
expect small non-controlling investors to be involved in attempts to
curtail excessive executive compensation, there have been some
initiatives from large non-controlling investors to do so. However given
that their own executive compensation may be excessive, it is not
surprising that these initiatives have been very limited in scope and
perhaps should be viewed as lip service (see e.g. Melin, 2017)

Carney (2013) describes say-on-pay as an attempt to unwind director
primacy (Bainbridge, 2009) by asking shareholders to second guess the
Board. Say-on-pay may have failed not because shareholders approve
of executive pay or because they are apathetic in the face of rising share
prices, but because they endorse the delegation of compensation
decisions to the Board. In addition, shareholders have a more powerful
and less costly tool than shareholder democracy – the right to sell.
Furthermore, shareholders’ investment horizons are likely to have a
significant impact on say-on-pay voting patterns (Stathopoulos and
Voulgaris, 2016). Short-term investors are likely to avoid expressing an
opinion on executive pay proposals by abstaining unless pay is
egregious, and long-term investors are likely to cast favorable votes. In
addition, Schwartz-Ziv and Wermers (2016) suggest that the outcome
of say-on-pay voting can likely be attributed to the size of the investor’s
shareholding since the mutual funds and institutional investors in their
sample tend to cast no votes when they have a small stake in the firm or
when the stake is a small fraction of their portfolio. Collectively, the
evidence suggests that both small (large) or short-term (long-term)
shareholders can use the say-on-pay vote in different ways.

While a part of the way that say-on-pay has been evaluated may
relate to the findings of Stathopoulos and Voulgaris (2016) or
Schwartz-Ziv and Wermers (2016), another possible explanation may
be found in Albuquerque, Carter and Jorgensen (2015), who find that
the relationship between CEO pay and firm performance is likely to be
stronger in cross-sectional aggregation than previously documented at
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the firm-level. This would indicate that investors make decisions related
to executive compensation across all of their investment holdings, rather
than at the firm-level.

V.  Conclusion

In the say-on-pay debate, is anybody listening? Has say-on-pay been a
success or a failure? There may be no simple answer to this question.
Part of the difficulty in evaluating say-on-pay stems from the disparate
forces that led to its enactment, the various forms of say-on-pay, and the
variety of political, institutional, cultural, economic, and social factors
that have shaped local governance and compensation practices.
Say-on-pay is certainly part of a complex, ill-structured problem
because of disagreement about the problem that needs to be resolved
and the desired resolution. However, one consistent underpinning of the
movement has been a push by legislators to correct social harms arising
from exorbitant CEO compensation, such as depriving shareholders,
employees, and other stakeholders of a portion of the benefits to which
they are entitled. Such harm damages the social fabric to the extent that
it generates widely diffused mistrust, resentment, and anger that
jeopardize the political economy that produces society’s wealth in the
first place (Friedrichs, 2009).

If Friedrichs (2009) is correct, why have investors, regardless of
country or year, overwhelmingly used their say-on-pay votes to support
executive compensation? Perhaps the answer rests with the notion of the
public interest theory of regulation. The usual definition of economic
regulation stresses the active intervention of the government in an
industry to augment social welfare. In the tradition of Pigou (1938),
such intervention is usually based on identifying market failures that
require the government to make policies aimed at correcting these
failures. In the public interest theory of regulation, the government
intervenes in the market in order to maximize social welfare, behaving
like a benevolent, omniscient dictator acting on behalf of society as a
whole.

The public interest approach begins with the proposition that
externalities define the proper role of government and emphasizes
government’s role in correcting market imperfections that result from
these externalities. In this view, regulatory agencies may be well
intentioned, but they may or may not be well informed (Woodward,
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2000). Laffont and Tirole (1991) emphasize the importance of the
complexity of the issue and the resulting information asymmetries
between various interest groups and the bureaucrats who decide their
fate through regulatory outcomes. 

Extending these studies to say-on-pay, the complexity of executive
compensation and the various needs of shareholders, based on their
individual investment horizon, the size of their shareholdings, and the
aggregate view of their portfolios, may mean that executive
compensation is best regulated by directors, not governments. In
addition, perhaps the success or failure of say-on-pay is that it reaffirms
director primacy. Say-on-pay tried to unwind this process by asking
shareholders to second guess the Board, but shareholders refused to go
along. This may be the best explanation of why say-on-pay has failed to
spark a shareholder revolt. It is not that shareholders approve of
executive pay, or that they are apathetic in the face of rising share
prices. Rather, they endorse the delegation of executive pay decisions
to the Board. In that case, the real benefit of say-on-pay may not come
from controlling executive compensation, but from improving the way
that firms engage with their shareholders (McGregor, 2016).

Another possible explanation may be found in Ramanna (2015), who
suggests that business rules are social constructions with no absolute
rights and wrongs. These rules, such as say-on-pay, are determined in
“thin” political markets where public interest is diffuse, so the political
process is dominated by a handful of experts. Public interest may be
diffuse because an issue has a small impact on individual members of
the public or because the issue is not salient in the public’s mind. 

Although thin political markets occur in areas of low salience with
the general public, the concept is similar to the process of regulatory
capture in which a few big players, such as lobbyists, dominate the
market. Regulatory capture is a threat in areas of public governance in
which high public salience induces intermediaries to act in the public
interest. By contrast, the existence of low salience issues in thin
political markets means that there is little post-enactment monitoring of
the resulting rules by public intermediaries (Ramanna, 2015). Thus, the
conflicting goals, processes, and outcomes of say-on-pay rules may
occur because the structure and amount of executive compensation are
important, but low salience issues created in thin political markets.
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VI.  Future research directions

The mixed results on the goals of say-on-pay, differences in its
implementation in various countries, how to measure its efficiency
and/or effectiveness, and whether it has been a success or a failure make
it tempting to recommend additional research in these areas. However,
say-on-pay cannot be understood in a vacuum. Instead, it must be
analyzed as a part of corporate governance. As long as the corporate
governance system as a whole does not serve shareholders’ interests
properly, there is little that say-on-pay can achieve. Allaire and Dauphin
(2016) concluded that “Academic studies provide a mixed view at best.
It seems that say-on-pay has led to more dialogue between the company
and large shareholders but has not stopped the rise in executive
compensation.” The large shareholders they refer to are non-controlling
owners, typically big mutual funds, insurance companies, and pension
funds. While not offering a definitive answer to the question of whether
say-on-pay should be mandatory, they emphasize the responsibility of
the Board of Directors to set executive compensation policies. They
argue that “When egregious pay packages are given to executives, a
say-on-pay vote, compulsory or not, binding or not, will always be much
less effective than a majority of votes against the election of members
of the compensation committee. But that calls upon large investment
funds to show fortitude and cohesiveness in the few instances of
unwarranted compensation which occur every year.” So far, the
involvement of large investors, specifically in executive pay issues and
more generally in corporate governance issues, has been minimal. Given
the size and diversity of their holdings it is doubtful that this will change
in the future.

The key issue is having a corporate governance system that really
protects investors. Non-controlling investors are passive because they
have many holdings and lack the time and expertise to be vigilant
monitors. Say-on-pay is at attempt to make them more active, but it does
not seem to work very well. Perhaps this should have been obvious,
given the poor record of non-controlling shareholders’ involvement in
annual meetings. Future research needs to recognize that
non-controlling investors will continue to stay passive and find ways to
protect investors within that context. Thus, a part of that protection
should be to minimize excess pay to executives without requiring small
shareholders to become active. For example, one possible idea could be
to link dividends directly to executive compensation. Overall, the
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concept of say-on-pay should be reexamined in the context of the
competing agendas of passive, non-controlling shareholders versus
controlling shareholders and top executives.

Another issue is the trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness.
Using regulations to cap executive compensation (like the laws defeated
in Switzerland and the EU, but passed in Israel) is an alternative way to
address the problem of excessive executive pay. Regulations that limit
executive compensation directly may be a more effective way to deal
with the problem, but they are not necessarily more economically
efficient. That is another area for future research.

A major limitation of this paper is its inability to assess the deterrent
effect of say-on-pay. Without the threat of say-on-pay, excess executive
compensation might have been even higher, but that is impossible to
measure. Future research could attempt to shed light on this possible
effect of say-on-pay using behavioral/experimental methodologies. A
good first step in that direction is a recent survey by the law firm Cleary
Gottlieb (2016) in conjunction with PwC’s Governance Insights Center,
which finds that 66% of corporate directors do not agree that say-on-pay
has resulted in a “right-sizing” of CEO compensation.

Accepted by:  Prof. D. Yermack, Guest Editor, January 2017
Prof. P. Theodossiou, Editor-in-Chief, January 2017
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